Phase behaviour of active Brownian particles: the role of dimensionality†
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Recently, there has been much interest in activity-induced phase separations in concentrated suspensions of “active Brownian particles” (ABPs), self-propelled spherical particles whose direction of motion relaxes through thermal rotational diffusion. To date, almost all these studies have been restricted to 2 dimensions. In this work we study activity-induced phase separation in 3D and compare the results with previous and new 2D simulations. To this end, we performed state-of-the-art Brownian dynamics simulations of up to 40 million ABPs – such very large system sizes are unavoidable to evade finite size effects in 3D. Our results confirm the picture established for 2D systems in which an activity-induced phase separation occurs, with strong analogies to equilibrium gas–liquid spinodal decomposition, in spite of the purely non-equilibrium nature of the driving force behind the phase separation. However, we also find important differences between the 2D and 3D cases. Firstly, the shape and position of the phase boundaries is markedly different for the two cases. Secondly, for the 3D coarsening kinetics we find that the domain size grows in time according to the classical diffusive $t^{1/3}$ law, in contrast to the nonstandard subdiffusive exponent observed in 2D.

1 Introduction

Active materials, whose constituents possess the ability to convert chemical energy into work, have recently been shown to exhibit a range of exotic behaviours compared to what is observed in passive systems.1–3 These include rectification of bacterial motion,4–7 giant density fluctuations,8–11 dynamic phase transitions,12–17 and the ability to power microscopic motors.5,18 From the perspective of statistical thermodynamics, all these phenomena are made possible by the fact that active matter systems are intrinsically far from equilibrium even at steady state, and thus are not constrained by the strict rules imposed on systems that obey detailed balance.

The classic example of active particles is that of “run-and-tumble” bacteria, such as Escherichia coli, whose ballistic motion (“runs”) is regularly punctuated by random reorientations of the swimming direction (“tumbles”), occurring with a frequency $\alpha$. On time-scales much larger than $\alpha^{-1}$, these dynamics lead to a persistent random walk with a characteristic step length $v_0/\alpha$, where $v_0$ is the swim speed of a single bacterium. Because of this, the long-time behaviour of a run-and-tumble bacterium is similar to that of a diffusing Brownian particle, with an effective diffusion coefficient $D$ given by

$$D = \frac{v_0^2}{d\alpha}.$$  

where $d$ is the spatial dimensionality of the system; for realistic parameter values, $D$ is hundreds of times larger than the Brownian diffusivity of a similarly sized colloidal particle.3

A second important class of active particles is that of active Brownian particles (ABPs), whose swimming direction continuously relaxes through thermal rotational diffusion rather than through discrete tumbling events. The prime experimental example of such ABPs is that of “catalytic swimmers”, half-coated spherical colloids rendered motile through a surface reaction.19–21 As shown by Cates and Tailleur,21 the long-time dynamics of ABPs are equivalent to those of run-and-tumble particles upon the substitution $\alpha \leftrightarrow (d-1)D_r$, where $D_r$ is the (thermal) rotational diffusion constant.‡

Due to the fact that active particles exhibit diffusive behaviour at long length- and timescales, mass transport in such suspensions is governed by laws similar to those operating in equilibrium Brownian systems. In particular, in a suspension of non-interacting self-propelled particles with spatially uniform swim speeds and tumble rates, transport is governed by the standard form of Fick’s first law for ideal systems, relating the
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‡ Note that ABPs, unlike run-and-tumble particles, cannot be realized in 1D.
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mass flux $\mathbf{J}$ to the (effective) diffusivity $D$ and concentration gradient $\nabla \rho$:
\[
\mathbf{J} = -D \nabla \rho. \tag{2}
\]

For a spatially uniform diffusivity $D$, eqn (2) ensures relaxation towards a state of homogeneous density ($\nabla \rho = 0$). However, as shown by Schnitzer,\textsuperscript{22} if the effective diffusivity of eqn (1) varies in space through a non-uniform swim speed (e.g. due to an inhomogeneous fuel concentration), the situation becomes markedly different. This position-dependent swimming velocity $v(\mathbf{r})$ leads to the following generalization of eqn (2):
\[
\mathbf{J} = -D(\mathbf{r}) \nabla \rho - \frac{\rho v(\mathbf{r})}{\partial \alpha} \nabla v. \tag{3}
\]

Tailleur and Cates\textsuperscript{21,22} considered an analogue of eqn (3) for the case when particles instead slow down due to collisions and steric interactions, leading to a swim-speed that depends on the local density of bacteria, i.e. $v(\mathbf{r}) = v(\rho(\mathbf{r}))$. This assumption leads to the following form of the flux:
\[
\mathbf{J} = -\left[ D(\rho) + \frac{\rho v(\mathbf{r})}{\partial \alpha} \right] \nabla \rho. \tag{4}
\]

For swim speeds that decrease steeply enough with density, the term in square brackets in eqn (4) can become negative, enabling the emergence of non-uniform steady states. Microscopically, this corresponds to an activity-induced phase separation induced by a kinetic feedback mechanism, whereby a local (positive) density fluctuation will lead to a local slowdown of particles, which in turn causes a further accumulation of particles, eventually leading to the nucleation of a dense phase. The existence of this motility-induced phase transition has recently been confirmed for purely repulsive ABPs in both experiments\textsuperscript{23} and simulations.\textsuperscript{24,25} Furthermore, eqn (4), together with a carefully tuned noise term and a specific form of $v(\rho)$, was recently shown to yield predictions in quantitative agreement with the structural and kinetic properties of a phase-separating ABP fluid.\textsuperscript{26}

The vast majority of previous work on activity-induced phase separation (with a single, very recent, exception\textsuperscript{27}) has focused on phenomena in 2 dimensions. However, real suspensions of active particles are often 3-dimensional. Our goal here is therefore to investigate in detail phase separation in concentrated 3D suspensions of ABPs. From a theoretical standpoint, a phase separating ABP suspension can be viewed as a binary fluid, where the two components form the dilute and dense phase. A key difference in the topology of binary mixtures in 2D and in 3D is that in 2D fluid bicontinuity is only possible by fine tuning to a single composition (50 : 50 if the fluid is otherwise symmetric), meaning that the generic situation in 2D is that of disconnected droplets of the minority phase inside a matrix of the majority phase.\textsuperscript{28,29} In 3D, however, both fluids can remain continuously connected through the whole sample for a wide range of compositions. In general, the interplay of such dimensionality-dependent topological differences with nonequilibrium physics is subtle and difficult to predict a priori;\textsuperscript{30,31} the specific case of active systems is similarly difficult to gauge. For instance, self-propelled particles might move quite differently in disconnected dilute pockets, as would be expected in a concentrated 2D suspension, compared to in a percolating dilute phase as may be expected in 3D at a similar density. Another important aspect is that of fluctuations: on general grounds, the role of noise is expected to decrease as the dimensionality increases, and previous work in 2D reported important effects of fluctuations on the phenomenology of phase separation.\textsuperscript{26}

In the present study, we perform massively parallel Brownian dynamics simulations of up to $\sim 4 \times 10^7$ repulsive ABPs using $\sim 8000$ CPUs. Such large systems are required to avoid finite size effects which would otherwise compromise our conclusions. We then compare our results to those obtained from large-scale 2D ABP simulations, similar to those performed previously.\textsuperscript{24–26} Our simulation results are furthermore compared to results obtained from numerically solving a recently developed continuum model,\textsuperscript{26} which we first extend from 2D to 3D. The results obtained from both particle and continuum simulations confirm that activity-induced phase separations have remarkable analogies to classical liquid–gas transitions, despite their completely different physical origins. Furthermore, we find these analogies to be even more marked in 3D than in 2D, as indicated for instance by the kinetics of domain growth, which in 3D follows the classical $t^{1/3}$ growth law\textsuperscript{24} from relatively early times. This is, we hypothesise, because fluctuations are less important in this 3D scenario. We also find other important differences between the physics of the 2D and 3D systems: for instance, the shape of the phase diagram and the region within which phase separation is observed are significantly different. As the phase separation occurs, the morphologies of the growing domains are also qualitatively different, with the 3D case featuring smoother interfaces and the near-absence of disconnected droplet phases.

### 2 Discrete ABP model

Our microscopic ABP model consists of spherical particles interacting through a repulsive, pairwise additive Weeks-Chandler-Andersen potential, given by
\[
U = 4\varepsilon \left[ \sigma_{12}^6 - \sigma_{12}^6 \right] + \varepsilon \tag{5}
\]
with an upper cut-off at $r = 2^{1/6} \sigma$, beyond which $U = 0$. Here $\sigma$ denotes the particle diameter, $\varepsilon$ determines the interaction strength, and $r$ is the center-to-center separation between two particles. The model was studied by solving the fully overdamped translational and rotational Langevin equations:
\[
\dot{\mathbf{r}}_i = -\beta D_i \left[ \mathbf{F}_i + F_{\alpha} \mathbf{p}_i \right] + \sqrt{2 \beta D_i \mathbf{A}_i} \tag{6}
\]
\[
\dot{\mathbf{p}}_i = \sqrt{2 \beta D_\alpha} \mathbf{A}_i \tag{7}
\]
where $\mathbf{F}_i$ is the total conservative force acting on particle $i$, $F_{\alpha}$ is the (constant) magnitude of the self-propulsion force, whose
direction is defined by \( p \) [where \( p_i = (\cos \theta_i, \sin \theta_i) \) in 2D], \( D_t \) and \( D_r = 3D_t/\sigma^2 \) denote the translational and rotational diffusivities, \( \beta = (k_B T)^{-1} \) is the inverse thermal energy, and \( \Lambda_t, \Lambda_R, \) and \( \Lambda_p \) are unit-variance random variables of appropriate dimensionality, whose Cartesian components \( A_i \) satisfy \( \langle A_i(t, \mathbf{r})A_j(t', \mathbf{r}') \rangle = \delta_{ij}\delta(r-r')\delta(t-t') \). All simulations were carried out using the LAMMPS23 molecular dynamics software package, with system sizes of up to 1000\( \sigma \) \((N = 7 \times 10^5)\) and 350\( \sigma \) \((N = 4 \times 10^7)\) in 2D and 3D, respectively. Further simulation details are presented in Section A.1.

3 Continuum model

We begin by reviewing the main aspects of the continuum theories presented in ref. 23 and 26 generalising to spatial dimensionalities \( d > 2 \).

We begin by noting that eqn (4) can be reexpressed in an equilibrium-like form as follows:

\[
J = -\rho D(\rho) \nabla \frac{\Delta \mathcal{F}_0}{\Delta \rho}, \tag{9}
\]

where \( \mathcal{F}_0 = \int f_0 d\mathbf{r} \) is an effective free energy, and

\[
f_0 = \rho (\ln \rho - 1) + \int_0^\rho \ln[v(u)] du \tag{10}
\]
defines the corresponding free-energy density, composed of an ideal enthalpy-like term and a \( \rho \)-dependent term that resembles an enthalpic attraction. Equations (9) and (10) clearly show how a density-dependent swim speed can induce phase separation into high- and low-density phases, and suggest that the form of this transition may show analogies with equilibrium phase transitions, in spite of the strongly non-equilibrium nature of the self-trapping mechanism leading to the instability.

As previously derived for 1D run-and-tumble particles and generalized to ABPs in higher dimensions, the coarse-grained density field \( \rho \) of particles with a density-dependent swim speed obeys:

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = -\nabla \cdot \left( -D(\rho)\rho \nabla \mu + \sqrt{2D(\rho) \rho} \Lambda \right). \tag{11}
\]

Here, \( D(\rho) \) is an effective one-body diffusivity, \( \mu \) an effective chemical potential, and \( \Lambda \) is a random vector as discussed following eqn (8). The effective bulk chemical potential \( \mu_0 \) is given by the derivative of eqn (10):

\[
\mu_0(\rho) = \frac{\partial \mathcal{F}_0}{\partial \rho} = \ln \rho + \ln v(\rho). \tag{12}
\]

To enable a full analysis of phase-separation kinetics in the same spirit as the classical Cahn–Hilliard equation, eqn (12) needs to be complemented with an interfacial energy-like term that stabilizes domain walls between the phases. Following ref. 26 we accomplish this by assuming that a single ABP samples the local density over a length scale proportional to the density-dependent persistence length \( \ell(\rho) \) of ABP trajectories, given by

\[
\ell(\rho) = \frac{\tau_r v(\rho)}{d-1}, \tag{13}
\]

where \( \tau_r = D_r^{-1} \) is the rotational relaxation time. As we previously showed in ref. 26, this leads to an additional term in the effective chemical potential:

\[
\mu = \mu_0 - \kappa(\rho) \nabla^2 \rho, \tag{14}
\]

where

\[
\kappa(\rho) = \frac{-\gamma_0 \tau_r^2}{d-1} v(\rho) \frac{d v}{d \rho}, \tag{15}
\]

with \( \gamma_0 \) a dimensionless order-unity free parameter. Unlike a traditional density-independent interfacial energy, the second term of eqn (14) cannot be written as the derivative of a free-energy functional; thus, the effective chemical potential in eqn (14) violates detailed balance at second order in a gradient expansion. However, detailed balance can be restored through the modification

\[
\mu_{DB} = \mu_0 - \kappa(\rho) \nabla^2 \rho - \frac{d k(\nabla \rho)^2}{d \rho}. \tag{16}
\]

which again renders \( \mu \) integrable; this allows comparison between models that differ only in whether detailed balance applies or not.

In order to emulate the physics of excluded volume interactions between ABPs, and thus to prevent the emergence of a phase of infinite density, a repulsive term has to be added to the effective bulk free energy, i.e., \( f_0 \rightarrow f_0 + f_{\text{rep}} \). As previously,26 we choose the following quartic form of the repulsive contribution \( f_{\text{rep}} \):

\[
f_{\text{rep}} = k_{\text{rep}} \Theta(\rho - \rho_i)(\rho - \rho_i)^2. \tag{17}
\]

In eqn (17), \( \Theta \) denotes the Heaviside step function, \( k_{\text{rep}} \) determines the strength of the repulsion, and \( \rho_i \) is the threshold density at which the repulsion is switched on. In practice, both these quantities are treated as free parameters, but they were previously found not to significantly affect the phase separation dynamics.26

The crucial component in the continuum model is the form of the density-dependent swim speed \( v(\rho) \). To determine this, we make the assumption that single ABP trajectories consist of straight runs with speed \( v_0 = v(0) \) interrupted by collision events of duration \( \tau_{\text{MF}} \), each leading to a complete stall of the particle motion. At low and intermediate densities this assumption leads to the following form for \( v(\rho) \):26

\[
v(\rho) = v_0 \left( 1 - \frac{\tau_r}{\tau_{\text{MF}}} \right) = v_0 \left( 1 - \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} \sigma_c(\rho) \right), \tag{18}
\]

where \( \sigma_c \) is a scattering cross-section and \( \tau_{\text{MF}} \) is the mean free time between two collisions. Furthermore, the effective single-particle diffusivity \( D(\rho) \) follows as [cf. eqn (1)]

\[
D(\rho) = \frac{v_0^2 (d-1)}{d(d-1)} = D_0 (1 - \rho_0 \rho_0 \sigma_c(\rho))^2, \tag{19}
\]

where \( D_0 = D(0) = v_0^2 (d-1)^{-1} \). The same functional form (i.e., a linear decrease of \( v \) with density) has recently been observed24 and theoretically predicted25,26 elsewhere. As described in Appendix B, \( v(\rho) \) and \( D(\rho) \) can be accurately
measured in discrete ABP simulations performed in the one-phase region of the phase diagram and fitted to the functions $v(\phi) = v_0(1 - a\phi)$ and $D(\phi) = D_0(1 - b\phi)^2$, where $\phi \in [0,1]$ is the particle packing fraction and $a = b$ are fitting parameters.\(^{\S}\)

Non-dimensionalizing eqs (11)–(12), (14)–(15) and (17) in terms of the length and time units $D_0/v_0 = \lambda$ and $D_0/v_0^2 = \tau_s/(d - 1)$ (equivalent to fixing $D_0 = v_0 = 1$), respectively, finally gives

$$\partial_\phi = \nabla \left\{ \phi(1 - a\phi)^2\nabla\mu - \sqrt{2\phi(1 - a\phi)^2N_0^{-1}A} \right\}$$

$$\mu_0 = \ln[\phi(1 - a\phi)]$$

$$\mu_{cep} = 4k_{cep}\Theta(\phi - \phi_c)(\phi - \phi_t)^3$$

$$\mu = \mu_0 + \mu_{cep} - \kappa_0(1 - a\phi)\nabla^2\phi,$$

where $\kappa_0 = a[(d - 1)^{-1}\gamma_0\tau_s]^2$. Since the order-unity factor $\gamma_0$ is unknown, $\kappa_0$ will be treated as a free parameter. Furthermore, $N_0 = \lambda^d/V_0$ is the number of particles in a cube of side length $\lambda$ at nominal packing fraction unity, $V_0$ being the volume of a single particle. Note that a mapping between the continuum model and discrete ABP simulations emerges automatically, including the strength of the noise, with the choice of units made here. The only free parameters in the model are thus $\kappa_0$, which controls the strength of the interfacial-like term, and $k_{cep}$ and $\phi_t$, that control the strength and onset of the repulsive free energy, respectively.

### 4 Results and discussion

#### 4.1 Phase diagram

Fig. 1 shows 2D and 3D phase diagrams as a function of the average particle packing fraction $\phi$ and the Péclet number, Pe, defined by

$$Pe \equiv \frac{3v_0\tau_s}{\sigma},$$

where $\sigma$ is the particle diameter. Clearly, Pe plays a role similar to that of the inverse temperature in equilibrium phase diagrams, in accordance with what has been observed previously in 2D.\(^{25,26}\) The computational cost of accurately predicting phase diagrams for phase separating fluids is very large; hence, the system sizes used for determining these are, particularly in 3D, smaller than what is needed to guarantee the absence of finite-size effects. Thus, Fig. 1 should be viewed as providing only approximate phase maps. Moreover, as will be further discussed in the next subsection, our continuum theory is not capable of accurately reproducing the binodals and/or spinodals of this system; thus, no quantitative comparison between ABP simulations and continuum theory will be attempted regarding the phase diagrams (as opposed to the phase separation kinetics).

$\S$ From the kinetic argument above, $a$ and $b$ are predicted to be identical, which is also what we found in our previous 2D study where $a = 1.05$ and $b = 1.04.\(^{24}\) In the rest of the article the two parameters will therefore be assumed identical and both denoted by $a$.

The 2D phase diagram broadly resembles that determined previously\(^{25}\) for an essentially identical ABP model, while the 3D phase diagram is in qualitative agreement with that determined recently\(^{27}\) using a Yukawa-type pair potential to model the ABPs. Perhaps most strikingly, it is clear that significantly larger Pe numbers are needed for phase separation to occur in 3D compared to in 2D. In experiments, where the value of Pe is limited and difficult to vary (for a bacterial strain it is fixed by the swim speed; for *E. coli*, Pe would be at most ~100), and where concentrated suspensions are not easy to achieve, this fact may well provide practical obstacles to the observation of phase separation in 3D. Qualitatively, the difference in the critical Pe for phase separation between 2D and 3D may be explained by the fact that orientational correlations decay faster in 3D than in 2D for a given value of $\tau_s$; thus, a higher Pe number is needed to accomplish a given collision time $\tau_s$, which is the parameter that determines the critical Pe for phase separation.\(^{25}\)

We also observe that there are both binodal and spinodal lines in both phase diagrams in Fig. 1, i.e., there are regions between these lines in which the fluid will not spontaneously phase separate from a homogeneous suspension, but will remain phase separated when initialized from a two-phase configuration. This metastable region is furthermore slightly larger in 3D than in 2D. Note, however, that the calculated “binodals” are actually asymptotes representing the high-Pe limit, and were obtained from simulations with Pe = 100 and Pe = 300 in 2D and 3D, respectively, by investigating the stability of the phase-separated state when starting from an initial configuration consisting of a single close-packed domain. Thus, we do not assess the behaviour of this boundary at low Pe, including whether the binodals and spinodals will merge at the critical point as is the case in equilibrium phase diagrams.
Nevertheless, the existence of both binodal and spinodal lines in the phase diagrams is once again in analogy with equilibrium phase diagrams, in spite of the purely non-equilibrium nature of the phase separation studied here. The relatively large size of the metastable region (compared to the size of the binodal region) is slightly surprising considering the fact that the apparent noise level (or, equivalently, “effective temperature”) is significantly higher in the ABP systems studied here than in the corresponding thermal systems, something which should help overcoming any (effective) activation energies keeping the system in a metastable state.

In Figs. 2 and 3, representative snapshots taken along the density tieline of 2D and 3D phase-separating ABP systems well within the phase separated region are shown. These snapshots were obtained from much larger systems than those used to determine the phase diagrams, and were run for Péclet numbers of 100 and 300 in 2D and 3D, respectively. In 2D (Fig. 2), the sequence of microstructures evolves from a phase of isolated dense droplets in a dilute background at low density, via an almost bicontinuous phase at intermediate packing fractions, to a phase exhibiting dilute droplets in a dense matrix at still higher densities. In 3D (Fig. 3), the geometries of the phase separated structures are more well-defined, or, equivalently, the fluctuations at the interface between the dense and dilute phases are smaller. This effect is likely also connected with the apparently lower noise level in 3D compared to in 2D, which is clearly visible in the movies available as ESL.† Furthermore, the evolving 3D morphologies always exhibit a single domain of each phase, unlike the corresponding 2D snapshots.¶ While the 3D structures seen in Fig. 3 are clearly influenced by the presence of periodic boundaries, they still convincingly suggest the appearance of spherical, cylindrical, flat, and saddle-like interfaces between the two phases. Furthermore, and as can be seen in Fig. 2 for the 2D case, the density of the two phases remains essentially constant along the tieline in both 2D and 3D, an observation which is once again in accordance with the phenomenology of equilibrium phase transitions.

A subtle point which needs to be highlighted in the present context is the way in which the Péclet number is varied. In most previous studies of ABPs (with one very recent exception employing soft particles), Pe was varied by changing the bare swim speed \( v_0 \) while keeping the rotational relaxation time \( \tau_\text{r} \) constant. Viewing the problem from an energetic perspective, Pe quantifies the ratio between the “ballistic energy” \( F_\text{p}\sigma \) and the thermal energy \( k_B T \). For a system of infinitely hard spheres, these two are the only energy scales present, and thus Pe uniquely determines the balance between active and thermal forces. However, for the slightly softer spheres used here and in most previous ABP studies, another energy scale arises, describing the steepness of the repulsive potential; for the WCA potential used here, this energy scale is quantified through the Lennard-Jones parameter \( \epsilon \). Thus, Pe is no longer sufficient to describe the system, but the ratio \( k_B T/\epsilon \), quantifying how “hard” the particles are, also comes into play. In previous studies on self-propelled WCA particles, \( k_B T/\epsilon = 1 \) was used throughout, and \( F_\text{p} \) (or, equivalently, \( v_0 \)) was used as the free parameter controlling Pe. However, this implies that the ratio \( F_\text{p}\sigma/\epsilon \) is not constant throughout the phase diagram, potentially leading to undesired effects. For example, an increase of \( F_\text{p}\sigma/\epsilon \) will lead to a decreasing effective radius of the particles, meaning that colliding particles will exhibit increasingly large overlaps as Pe

---

‡ However, our results indicate that the 2D systems will also eventually coarsen until a single domain of each phase remains. Thus, we do not see any sign of the finite cluster phases observed in experiments on active colloids.\(^{14,17}\)

¶ Note, however, that the density \( \phi_\text{p} \) of the dilute phase in similar systems has been predicted and observed\(^{10,19}\) to change with Pe as \( \phi_\text{p} \sim \text{Pe}^{-1} \).
increases: for two ABPs with Pe = 300 and \( k_B T / e = 1 \) colliding at a 90 degree angle, the center-to-center distance where the active and repulsive forces balance will be \( \sim 0.85 \sigma \), i.e., 15 percent smaller than the “thermal” diameter \( \sigma \). Apart from yielding an unphysical Pe-dependent effective particle size, controlling Pe through this method will also lead to very large repulsive forces between overlapping particles. This effect may also help to explain the recently reported reentrant behaviour where the motility-induced phase transition is suppressed for large enough values of Pe. In order to avoid these effects, we chose to keep \( F_0 \sigma / e \) (and thus \( \kappa_0 \)) constant at a value of 24, leading to a constant “effective diameter” of \( \sigma \) for two particles colliding at a 90 degree angle; Pe was then adjusted by changing \( k_B T \) (and thus \( \tau_s \)). This subtle difference in how the Péclet number is varied may be important, especially in determining the region where phase separation arises in 3D: our preliminary results indicate that, for this particular ABP model, the shape of the phase diagram is dramatically changed when varying Pe by changing \( F_0 \), possibly even removing the phase coexistence region altogether. Presumably, this effect is more visible in 3D due to the higher Péclet numbers required for phase separation compared to the 2D case.

4.2 Comparison with the continuum model

Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the results of ABP and continuum simulations at equal time and system size in 2 and 3 dimensions, at average packing fraction \( \phi_0 = 0.5 \). In accordance with our previous observations in 2D, the agreement between domain topologies observed using the ABP and continuum models is excellent, especially considering the fact that the length and time units as well as the noise level are completely determined by the mapping detailed above (with \( \kappa_0 \) as the only fitting parameter). In particular, the mapping successfully captures the lower apparent noise level in 3D compared to in 2D (see further movies provided as ESI†). We therefore conclude that Cahn–Hilliard-type continuum models like this one are successful in describing phase-ordering kinetics even in non-equilibrium systems, and at a tremendously reduced computational cost compared to direct ABP simulations: in 3D, the computational cost for solving the continuum equations for the system seen in Fig. 4 is \( \sim 0.5 \) CPU hours, compared to the \( \sim 6 \times 10^6 \) CPU hours needed for the corresponding ABP simulation. However, a striking feature observed in our 2D ABP simulations but not captured by our continuum model is the spontaneous formation of “gas” voids inside the dense domains that are visible in Fig. 2. This effect is clearly a far-from-equilibrium one in that it breaks time reversal symmetry: voids are usually formed in the center of a dense cluster and then diffuse towards the interface with the dilute phase.

** A more detailed analysis of the mapping between ABPs and the continuum model shows that the lower apparent noise level in 3D compared to in 2D is simply a consequence of the fact that the number of particles \( N_p \) present in a coarse-graining volume \( \zeta^d \) is an increasing function of \( \zeta \). In other words, the “granularity” of the system becomes smaller in higher dimensions, leading to smaller fluctuations. Thus, this effect is not specific to non-equilibrium systems like the one studied here.

†† Note, however, that the common-tangent construction is only expected to yield the observed coexistence densities if the detailed balance-restoring term of eqn (16) is also added to the gradient term of the chemical potential (blue curves in Fig. 5).
quantitatively described by our continuum theory. Thus, the theory is not accurate when it comes to describing the location of the binodals or spinodals in the phase diagrams; for an accurate determination of phase boundaries, microscopic theories such as those developed in refs. 25 and 35 are better suited.

4.3 Phase separation kinetics

Fig. 7 shows the time-evolution of the characteristic domain size $L(t)$ obtained from the inverse first moment of the structure factor at average packing fraction $\phi_0 = 0.5$ in 2D (top) and 3D (bottom). The dashed lines indicate the fitted exponents as follows: $a_{2D} = 0.27(9)$, $a_{3D} = 0.34(1)$ (ABPs), $a_{2D} = 0.28(7)$, $a_{3D} = 0.33(3)$ (continuum model), $a_{2D} = 0.27(9)$, $a_{3D} = 0.34(8)$ (continuum model with detailed balance term). The latter set of curves has been vertically shifted for clarity.

We finally observe that the addition of the detailed balance-restoring term of eqn (16) leads to a small shift in the coexistence density of the dilute phase towards higher densities. This shift arises from the non-equilibrium nature of the system dynamics, and can be explained by theoretical arguments detailed in a recent publication. Its magnitude, however, turns out to be small for the present parameter set.

Fig. 6 Bulk free energy $f_{\text{bulk}} = f_0 + f_{\text{rep}}$ as given by eqqs (10) and (17), obtained using $v = v_0 (1 - 1.5 \phi)$, and the parameter values $(k_{\text{rep}}, \phi_0) = (10^3, 0.64)$ ("Soft repulsion") and $(10^7, 0.75)$ ("Hard repulsion"), respectively. The dashed lines approximate common-tangent constructions, yielding the coexistence densities $(\phi_g, \phi_l) = (0.23, 0.70)$ and $(0.18, 0.75)$ for the "soft" and "hard" curves, respectively. Terms linear in $\phi$ are irrelevant for the common-tangent construction and have been subtracted for clarity.

Note that our simulations are distinctly different from classical molecular dynamics studies of gas-liquid coexistence in Lennard-Jones fluids (e.g. refs. 40 and 41), where momentum is conserved. While momentum conservation will lead to several hydrodynamic regimes with exponents $\alpha > 1/3$, our overdamped Langevin dynamics will suppress these super-diffusive transport mechanisms.

†† One expects $\alpha = 1/3$, which is indeed reproduced (Fig. 7) within our numerical accuracy in
3D from both ABP and continuum simulations. In 2D, however, both our models confirm the $\alpha \approx 0.28$ observed previously in ABP simulations by Redner et al. The fact that the 2D exponent is slightly smaller than that which is expected from traditional scaling arguments can be attributed to the relatively high noise level in the 2D system: in equilibrium systems, it is an established fact that noise will lead to a subdiffusive intermediate scaling regime, a phenomenon which is likely to be transferable to non-equilibrium phase transitions like the one studied here. We therefore conjecture that the nonstandard 2D exponent found here is merely an intermediate regime that will eventually switch over to a $t^{1/3}$ scaling at later times. Nevertheless, it is interesting that the 3D kinetics show no evidence of this intermediate regime.

We also observe that the restoration of detailed balance as per eqn (16) does not seem to have any detectable effect on the phase separation kinetics for the parameters used here. However, since the detailed balance-violating term was shown in Section 4.2 to lead to a shift in coexistence densities, kinetic consequences of this violation must eventually arise, for some values of $k_0$ or $f_0$. We have in fact recently found this to be the case for a continuum model containing a similar detailed balance-breaking term, where a decrease of the growth exponent was observed as the magnitude of the detailed balance violation was increased. Finally, it is important to note the clear crossover between superdiffusive behaviour ($\alpha > 1/3$) at short times to diffusive behaviour ($\alpha = 1/3$) when $L(t)$ exceeds the “persistence length” $\ell = v_0 r (d - 1)$ (dotted lines in Fig. 7). On a microscopic level this is explained by the fact that, as long as $L < \ell$, mass transport between domains can take place ballistically, while in the region where $L > \ell$, the swimming directions of ABPs are fully randomized over the typical traveling length between domains, and thus standard diffusive behaviour is recovered. In 3D, this also highlights the problem of finite-size effects: in order to measure coarsening kinetics in the diffusive regime, the box length $L_{\text{box}}$ needs to greatly exceed $\ell$, which is in turn fixed by the rather high Péclet number needed to obtain a deep quench in 3D ($Pe = 300$ leads to $\ell = 50\sigma$). This fact, together with the high volume fractions required for phase separation, motivates the extremely large systems ($L_{\text{box}} = 350\sigma, N = 4 \times 10^7$) studied here.

During coarsening, we find that the static structure factor $S(k)$ typically exhibits a peak whose magnitude grows with time while its position gradually shifts towards lower values of $k$, corresponding to a growth in the typical length scale $L(t)$. In classical phase-separation theory, this behaviour is usually expressed through the so-called dynamical scaling hypothesis as

$$S(k, t) = [L(t)]^d f(kL), \quad (25)$$

Fig. 8 Static structure factor $S(k)$ obtained at different times as indicated during ABP (left) and continuum (right) simulations in 2D (top) and 3D (bottom). The curves have been rescaled in accordance with the dynamical scaling hypothesis, as described in the text. Dotted lines indicate the large-$k$ behaviour predicted by Porod’s law. All results were obtained from the same systems as the results in Fig. 7. The oscillations at high values of $k$ in the continuum plots correspond to very small length scales and are discretisation artifacts.
where \( f \) is a time-independent scaling function and \( d \) is the spatial dimensionality of the system. Fig. 8 shows rescaled plots of \( S(k) \), sampled at different times during coarsening for both the continuum and the ABP models. The good data collapse shows that dynamical scaling is fulfilled in all cases, as has previously been observed in molecular dynamics\(^{40,41}\) as well as lattice Boltzmann simulations of equilibrium phase separations. Furthermore, the dotted lines in Fig. 8 show the prediction of Porod’s law that \( S(k) \sim k^{-(d-1)} \) for large \( k \), as long as the interface is reasonably flat.\(^\S\)\(^\S\) In 2D, the correspondence is clearly satisfactory within a reasonable range of \( k \) values (10 ≤ \( kL \) ≤ 30). In 3D, however, the predicted \( k^{-4} \) behaviour is poorly reproduced by the ABP simulation, although it can be observed for 10 ≤ \( kL \) ≤ 20 in the continuum simulation. Our explanation for this is the comparably small spatial dimensions (\( L_{\text{box}} = 350\sigma \)) of the 3D ABP simulation box compared to the 2D one (\( L_{\text{box}} = 1000\sigma \)), which presumably does not allow the \( k^{-4} \) behaviour to develop fully before boundary effects start to take over.

5 Conclusions and outlook

In this study, we have performed very large scale Brownian dynamics simulations of dense suspensions containing up to 40 million active Brownian particles (ABPs), focusing on their phase behaviour and phase separation kinetics. We have also compared our results to those of a continuum model recently developed by us,\(^{26}\) which uses an effective free-energy mapping based on a particle swim-speed that decreases with density due to collisions.

Our results show some remarkable similarities to phenomena seen in thermodynamic (attraction-induced) gas-liquid phase coexistence:

(1) Both the 2D and 3D phase diagrams exhibit binodal and spinodal lines, with the role of (inverse) temperature being played by the Péclet number.

(2) The coexistence densities remain essentially constant along the tie-line: only the amount of each phase is affected by changing the average density \( \phi_0 \), in accordance with what is seen in equilibrium phase diagrams.

(3) The sequences of microstructures observed during coarsening closely resemble those observed in classical spinodal decompositions; this is most apparent in our largest 3D simulation (left panel in Fig. 4).

(4) The phase separation kinetics exhibit traditional power-law growth of the characteristic length-scale \( L(t) \), with the 3D systems showing the classical \( t^{1/3} \) behaviour.

(5) Phase separation kinetics can be accurately described by a classical continuum theory, analogous to the Cahn–Hilliard equation but using an effective free energy density that depends on \( \psi(\phi) \). Although the effective interfacial free energy weakly violates detailed balance, the effect of this violation remains small, and only leads to a moderate shift of the coexistence densities for the parameters used here.

(6) The time-evolution of structure shows dynamical scaling behaviour.

The points listed above are valid in both 2 and 3 dimensions, but there are also significant differences between the two cases:

(1) The “critical Péclet number” needed for phase separation is significantly higher in 3D than in 2D (see Fig. 1). This may have practical implications for future 3D experiments, as it is not easy to experimentally control the Péclet number in active suspensions.

(2) The “metastable” region between the binodal and the spinodal is larger in 3D than in 2D; in particular, such a region does not appear to exist at all at the high-\( \phi_0 \) end of the 2D phase diagram.

(3) There is an apparently lower level of noise in 3D than in 2D. This lower noise level in 3D leads to patterns with more well-defined geometries than in 2D (see Figs. 2 and 3, and movies available as ESI†).

(4) The phase transition in 3D always appears to take place via a single domain of each phase, whereas in 2D the microstructures usually consist of a continuous matrix of the majority phase containing separated domains of the minority phase which eventually coarsen through an Ostwald-like process.

(5) The kinetics of domain growth differs between 2D and 3D, with the 2D case exhibiting a non-standard scaling exponent \( \alpha \approx 0.28 \), while in 3D the standard \( \alpha \approx 1/3 \) exponent is reproduced beyond the ballistic regime.

While our ABP model clearly relates only approximately to experimental systems, such as suspensions of bacteria or catalytic swimmers, the equilibrium-like behaviours listed above indicate surprising analogies between non-equilibrium and equilibrium phase transitions. However, several important issues within the field remain to be resolved: perhaps most crucially, the impact of hydrodynamic interactions on the complex collective behaviour of active suspensions. While the kinetic consequences of far-field hydrodynamic flows on phase-separation kinetics in classical fluids have been extensively studied,\(^{29-41}\) no such studies exist for active systems (although the role of near-field hydrodynamics in the clustering of self-propelled disks has recently been investigated\(^{44,45}\)). Furthermore, the subtle interplay between thermodynamic interparticle attractions and motility-induced phase transitions has only recently begun to be studied,\(^{46}\) and is likely to generate many more interesting non-equilibrium phenomena.

A Simulation details

A.1 ABP model

Equations (6)–(8) were solved using a slightly modified version of the LAMMPS\(^{42}\) molecular dynamics software package. For determining the phase diagram, a cubic system with side length 150\( \sigma \) (2D) or 35\( \sigma \) (3D) was used, both amounting to \( N \approx 20000 \) particles. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all directions. For studying the phase separation kinetics, significantly larger systems with side lengths 1000\( \sigma \) (2D) and 350\( \sigma \) (3D) were used; these system sizes amount to \( N \approx 7 \times 10^5 \) and \( N \approx 4 \times 10^5 \).
× 10^7 particles in 2 and 3 dimensions, respectively. In terms of Lennard-Jones time units 1 = σ^2/(εD), a time step of 5 × 10^-5 was used throughout, and each simulation was run for ~10^8 timesteps, with the largest 3D system amounting to ~700 hours of computing time on a 8192-core IBM Blue Gene/Q node.

As discussed in Section 4.1, the Péclet number was varied by varying D_L while keeping D_p constant at a value of D_p = 24κ/σ. Unless otherwise stated, simulations were started from an initial configuration of equilibrated passive colloids (F_p = 0) with k_B T = ε, and were quenched by switching on F_p at t = 0. In terms of Lennard-Jones units, the reduced length and time scales (see Section 3 for definitions) in the ABP systems with Pe = 100 (2D) and Pe = 300 (3D) are given by λ_{2D} = λ_{3D} = 16.67σ and κ_{2D} = 3.39τ_{1,1}, κ_{3D} = 4.167τ_{1,1}. The length scale mapping furthermore leads to N_0 = 4λ^3/(σκ^2) ≈ 354 (2D) and N_0 = 6λ^3/(σκ^2) ≈ 8842 (3D), which was used to set the noise strength when numerically solving eqn (20).

The characteristic domain length L(t) was computed as the inverse of the first moment of the static structure factor S(k, t), i.e.,

$$L(t) = 2π \left[ \int_{2π/L}^{k_{cut}} kS(k, t)dk \right]^{-1},$$

where L is the length of the simulation box and the upper cut-off k_{cut} was taken to be the first minimum in S(k).

In 2D, snapshots from ABP simulations were obtained by coarse-graining the local density on a grid using a weighting function w(r) ~ exp[-r_{cut}^2/(r_{cut}^2 - r^2)], where r is the distance of a particle from the a particular lattice point, and r_{cut} is a cut-off distance which was taken to be slightly larger than the size of a lattice site. In 3D, no such weighting function was employed. The coarse-grained density field was further analyzed by constructing a density isosurface using the ParaView visualization software.

### A.2 Continuum model

Equations (20)–(23) were solved numerically employing a standard Euler finite-difference scheme using the parameter values reported in Table 1. For comparison with ABP simulations, lattice sizes of 150^2 (2D) and 52^3 (3D) were employed, whereas lattice sizes of 512^2 (2D) and 256^3 (3D) were used for the calculation of growth exponents. The initial condition was taken to be one of uniform density, with a local random offset of ± 5%.

### B Density dependence of swim speed

As was discussed in Supplemental Material of ref. 26, to obtain an estimate for the effective free energy, v(φ) should be sampled in the one-phase region of the phase diagrams in Fig. 1, i.e., for sufficiently low Péclet numbers that the system does not phase separate. This might, in principle, lead to problems since the fitting parameters a and b will themselves depend on Pe. However, as we showed in ref. 26, this dependence is small enough to be negligible. We therefore measured v(φ) and D(φ) right outside the spinodal region (for Pe = 40 and Pe = 100 in 2D and 3D, respectively).

As our operational microscopic definition of v(φ), we sampled the average of the instantaneous velocities of all particles projected onto their self propulsion direction p_i:

$$v = βD_i((F_p p_i + F_i) p_i)$$

In the limit φ → 0, where interparticle forces vanish, this definition further leads to v → βD_p = v_0. The density-dependent effective diffusivity D(φ) was independently measured by

---

**Table 1** Parameters used to solve eqn (20). ΔL indicates the lattice spacing and Δt the size of the time step; all other parameters are defined in Section 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2D</th>
<th>3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κ_{emp}</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>φ_0</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κ</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔL/λ</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d(d - 1)/τ_e</td>
<td>1 × 10^-2</td>
<td>3 × 10^-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 9** Density-dependent swim speed v(φ) (black symbols) and diffusivity D(φ) (red symbols), and the ratio D/ν^2 (blue curve and symbols) obtained from ABP simulations at Pe = 40 (2D, top panel) and Pe = 100 (3D, bottom panel). The black and red curves show the best fits to the functions v_0(1 - aφ) and D_0(1 - bφ)^2, respectively, with the optimized values a = 1.05, b = 1.04 (2D) and a = 1.33, b = 1.28 (3D). Dashed lines show the predicted zero-density values. Plotted quantities are in Lennard-Jones units σ and τ_{1,1} as defined in Section A.1.
linear fitting to the long-time limit of the mean-square displacement \( \langle R^2 \rangle = 2d(1 - D) \). In Fig. 9, plots of \( v(\phi) \) and \( D(\phi) \) together with the best fits to the functions \( v = v_0(1 - a\phi) \) and \( D = D_0(1 - b\phi) \) are shown. It can clearly be seen that the predicted linear decrease of \( v(\phi) \) is accurately reproduced over a wide range of packing fractions. Furthermore, the predicted relation between \( D \) and \( v \) is satisfactorily fulfilled, with the fitting coefficients \( a \) and \( b \) approximately equal in both 2D and 3D. Based on the fitted parameter values, we used \( a = b = 1.0 \) (2D) and \( a = b = 1.3 \) (3D) when solving the continuum model (see further Section A.2).
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